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10 INTRODUCTION 
1. Object 
A series of tests on rectangular, post-tensioned, unbonded 
(1)* beams was reported by Ao Feldman in an MoSo thesis in 1954. The 
tests reported herein were undertaken to investigate further the 
applicability of the analysis presented by Feldman for the ranges of 
the variables involved and to extend the analysis to include other 
variables 0 
20 Scope 
rwenty-three beams were tested o The major variables were 
the percentage of ~bonded reinforcement J the concrete strength, and 
the type of loading 0 Twelve of the beams had bonded non-prestressed 
reinforcement in addition to the unbonded prestressed reinforcement. 
The percentage of unbonded prestressed reinforcement varied 
from about 002 to abo~t 008 and the concrete strength varied from 
about 2000 psi to about 7600 psio Two of the beams were loaded at 
midspan; all the othe~ beams were loaded at two points equidistant 
f'rom midspa.11o The span was held consta.'rJ.t at 9 fto 
The resu2.ts of seven beam tests reported by Feldman are 
included tn the development of the a~alysiso 
* Numerals in parentheses refer to entries in the bibliography. 
- 1 -
2. 
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40 Notation 
The symbol!.. is used fo:- stress and E for strain 0 The 
sUDscripts S fu"'1d c refer to steel 8J."'1d concrete;- respectively 0 Other 
subscripts incl.ude: ~) ref"erring to conditions at. effective prestress 
after losses; ~ referring to conditio~s at cracking; ~J referring to 
1 
4. 
co~ditions at ultimate load; and ~, referring to yield. The superscript 
~ indicates quantities based on only the bonded non-prestressed portion -
of the reinforcement, 
Beam constants 
A total area of unbonded prestressed wire reinforcement 
s 
All total area of bonded non-prestressed bar reinforcement 
s 
b = width of beam 
h depth of beam 
d effective depth to wire reinforcement at ultimate load 
effective depth to bar reinforcement 
p 
pll 
distance between pOints of application of the loads 
Moments 
M bending moment at cracking 
cr 
M! = f A d(l - k2k ) = resisting moment of wire reinforcement 
su s u 
at ultimate load 
M!T = fll All (d ll - k k d) = resisting moment of bar reinforcement 
su s 2 u 
at ultimate load. 
M M! + MIl = total resisting moment at ultimate load. 
u 
Stresses 
Concrete 
f! compressive strength determined from 6 by 12-in. control 
c 
cylinders 
f modulus of rupture determined from 6 by 6 by 20-in. 
r 
control beams 
5. 
Steel 
f effective prestress, afte~ losses 
se 
f stress in wire reinforcement at ultimate load 
su 
fTT stress in bar reinforcement at ultimate load 
su 
-pT! yield stress of bar reinforcement 
-y 
Strains 
Concrete 
E = strain at the level of the wire reinforcement due to 
ce 
effective prestress 
E virtual strain at the level of the wire reinforcement at 
cu 
the section of fail~e at ultimate load 
E = co~pressive st~ain at section of failure at ultimate load 
u 
Steel 
E = strain due to effective prestress, f 
se se 
E = strain in wire reinforcement at ultimate load 
su 
E = E - E = additional straL~ in wire reinforcement 
sa su se 
between prestress and ultimate load 
Ell strain in bar reinforcement at ultimate load 
su 
Ell = strain in bar reinforcement at first yie.lding y 
Parameters 
k ratio of the neutral axis depth to the effective wire 
u 
reinforcement depth at ultimate load 
~ = ratio of average to maximum compressive stress in the 
concrete stress Dlock 
I 
I , 
6. 
k2 ratio of dist~~ce between top of beam and center of 
compression to the neutral axis d.epth 
k~ ratio of maximum compressive stress in concrete stress 
:; 
block to cylinder strength, fl 
c 
a ratio of the increase in strain in the wire reinforcement 
to a corresponding t.ensile concrete strain eClual in 
magni tude to E 
ce 
~ ratio of the increase in strain in the wire reinforcement 
to the corresponding virtual concrete strain E 
cu 
F ratio of the increase in strain in the wire reinforcement, 
E 
s 
Q 
E J to the virtual concrete strain, E 
sa cu 
modulus of elasticity of steel 
E p/f T 
S C 
110 DESCRIPTION OF MATERIJl-..LS) F.ABRICATION.? AND TEST SPECIMENS 
5 ~ Materials 
(a) Cementsc Mar~ue~te brand Type I Portland Cement was used 
in Beams U-17 through u-24 ~~d Beams UA-l throu&~ UA-4) Lehigh brand 
Type In Portland Cement was used in Beam U-25, Atlas brand Type III 
Portla.nd Cement "Tas used in Beams U -26 through U -28) and Mar~uette brand 
Type III Portland Cement was used in Beams UA-5 through UA-12o The 
Ma:'quette and .Atlas bra:::lds of cement were purchased in paper bags from 
local dealers and stored under proper conditionsc The Lehigh brand 
cement was purchased in bulk from the supply of a local concrete products 
manu..fac·turer 0 
(b ') A -l-ggregaveso Wabash River sand and gravel were used for 
sll beams o Bc~h aggregates have bee~ used in this laboratory for many 
previous investigations ~"'1ci have passed.· the usual specification tests. 
The absorption of both fine a...~d coarse aggregates was about one per 
cent by weight of the surface dry aggregateo The fine and coarse 
aggl~egates we~e each pU2'chased h~ eight lots from a local dealer. The 
aggregate sieve analyses and fineness modulus of the sand are given 
for each lot in Table 10 
(c) Concrete Mlxeso Mixes were designed by the trial batch 
method 0 The proportions of the concrete batches used in each beam 
are given in Table 20 .All proportions are in t,erms of oven-dry weights 0 
The amount of mo~sture in the aggregates was determined and a correction 
for free moisture in the aggregates was made) considering one per cent 
as absorbed moistl:reo 
8. 
The following properties of each batch, in addition to its pro-
portions, are listed in Table 2: slump, compressive strength, modulus of 
rupture, age at time of testing, aggregate lot, and cement type. The 
compressive strength, fT, is the average of a minimum of four 6 by 12-in. 
c 
control cylinders tested immediately after the oeam was tested. The 
values reported for the modulus of rupture, f ) are the results of tests 
r 
of 6 by 6 by 20-in. control oeams loaded at the third-points of an IS-in. 
spano The location of the concrete batches in the beams is discussed in 
Section 6. 
(d) Reinforcing Wire. Two lots of steel wire, designated Type 
VIII and T)~e ~ were used as prestressed reinforcement for the beams. 
Both types of wi~e we~e manufactured by the American Steel and Wire 
Division of the United States Steel Corporation ~~d are deSignated by the 
manufacturer as IlHard Drawn Stress Relieved Super-Tens Wire. IT The 
following steps were involved in its manufacture: hot rolling, lead 
patenting, cold drawing, and stress relievL~go 
Type VIII wire was delivered in one 326-1b. coil. The wire 
diameter was 0.196 ino and a heat analysis furnished by the manufacturer 
indicated 0.S3 per cent carbon, 0.75 per cent manganese, 0.010 per cent 
phosphor~s, 0.035 per cent sulphur, and 0020 per cent silicon. Type VIII 
wire was "'.1.sed a.s prest:::-essed tension reinforcement in Beams U-17 through 
u-24 and UA-l throu~~ UA-S. 
Type IX w~re was delivered in one 292-1b. coil. The wire 
diameter was 00195 inc and a heat analysis furnished by the manufacturer 
indicated 0.S2 per cent carbon, 00S3 per cent manganese, 0.010 per cent 
phospho~s, 0.027 per cent sulphur, and 0.27 per cent silicon. Type IX 
9· 
wire was used as prestressed tensior- reinforcement in Beams U-25 through 
u-28 and UA-9 throu~~ UA-120 
Samples of each of the two ty~es of wire were cut from various 
portions of the two coils and tested in a 120,000-lbo capacity Baldwin 
So~tbwark Tate-Emery hydraulic testing macbineo Strains were measured 
with an 8-in. extensometer employing a Baldwin llmicroformerl! coil 8...Tld 
recorded with an automatic recording device o 
The average stress-strain curves for the two types of wire are 
shown in Figs. 1 and 2. A nominal value of E = 30)000 ksi was used in 
s 
all calcula.tio::J.s o Meas"'J.Ted values ranged between 28,000 and 31,000 ksi. 
(e), Reinforcing Bars 0 Two No. 3 deformed bars were used as 
tension rei:ilorcement, in addition to the prestressed Wires, in Beams 
UA-l thyough UA-12. ~hey were :i.D.termediate grade steel bars bonded to 
the concrete 8...Dd not prestressed. ~~e two baTs for each beam were cut 
from a single 22-ft. le~gth from the laboratory stock. The remaining 
2-fte length was tested in t~e same manner as the wire described in 
Section 5(d). ~ aveyage stress-strain ClL~e for these bars is shown 
6. Fabrication 
Castirrg and Curi..r;.g. The two 10-ft. lengths of No. 3 bar 
in Beams UA-l through 'UA~12 were wired to metal tT chairs II ,,-Thich supported 
them in the beam form a-bout 1 1/2 in. from the bottom and sides of the. 
fOTIDe 
Since all t~e beams were post-tensioned, a hole was formed in 
the lower part of each beam to provide a cha~el for the wire reinforce-
ment~ The core form for the hole was composed of eight 1/2-in. steel 
10. 
~ods) fear l-ino ~~gles, ten rubber tubes, and a sheet rubber cover made 
from automobile inr.l.er-tubes 0 The reds were spaced by steel templates 
at each end and the rubbeY tubes placed between and outside the rods. 
The angles were placed at the co~ners to form a more nearly rect&~gular 
core 0 The strip of sheet rubber, about 4-ino Wide, was then wrapped 
continuously around the ~~gles and tubeso The entire core unit was 
placed in the beam form along witt steel end forms which slipped over 
the ends of the core ur.:.i t and helped support ito The hole was centered 
between 8 and 9 in. below the top surface of the beamo It was nominally 
2 by 3 inc and was large eno-:1.gh to proovide for 15 wires spaced on 11/16-
inu centeTso 
P~l concrete was mixed from three to six minutes in a non-
tilting dr~ type mixe~ of 6-c~o fto capacity ~~d was placed in the 
ferms with the aid of a hig..1J. f~eCluency interr...al vibrator" In order that 
the concrete in the section of the beam where failU!'e was expected would 
be from the sam.e batch, the first batch of eacn mix was placed in the 
end Cluarters of the beam and the second in the central half. Twelve 
6 by 12-ino control cylinders were cast; four from the first batch and 
eight from the second batcho One 6 by 6 by 20-in. control beam was cast 
from each batch 0 
Seve!'al LOU~S afte~ casting, ~he top surface of the beam was 
troweled smooth and the cylinders were capped with neat cement pasteo 
After the concrete had hardened, the core form was removed from the beam 
by first pulling out the rubber tubes, then removing the rods, angles, 
and rubber wrapping~ 
11. 
T~e beam ~d cont~ol specime~s were removed from the forms after 
the concrete had ga~rred sufficient strength 0 The beams and control 
specimens in which Type I cement was ~sed we~e stored under moist 
conditions for the ~emainde~ of seven days from the date of casting and 
then sto~ed in the ai~ of t~e lacoratory until testedo The beams and 
control specimens i~ w~ich Type III cement was used were stored in the 
air of the labora.tory wi t~ :co moist curing u J.U.l control specimens were 
tes~ed immediately after the beam testo 
h .. , \ 
\'-") Prestressi~g Equipment ar-d Procedure 
(1) JL~chorage Details 0 Since the wire was unbonded 
over its entire length, the ancnoTages ~ad to resist not only the 
prestressing force b~t.also the increase in wire tension as the load 
inc~easedc Beams with six or ~ewe= wires were e~uipped with one of two 
types of wedge gYip anchorageo Beams with seven or more wires haa a 
tr.:.:readed ar:choragee The a::lchorages -bore on 6 by 6 by 1 1/2-ino bearing 
plates y,Thich were plastered +"0 the ends of the bea.:ms c' 
The wires to be ~sed with a t~~eaded ~Dchorage were threaded 
24 threads to the inch for about trrree inches 02 each end in an 
automatic threading mach-ine w~th specially heat treatedchaserse The 
threads on the wires were c~t to p~ovide a medium fit with the t]:1...:reads 
in t~e nutse The ~esulti~g t~read was sli&~tly larger than a No. 10 
trJIead which has a basic major diameter of 00190 i.."'1.. 
The ~uts were specially made in the laboratory machine shOPe 
They were sub-drilled with a Noo 16 tap drill &~d tapped with a 
12. 
standard No. 12~ 24 threads to the inch, tap 0 This provided a full Noo 
12 thread in the n~tso A No. 10 thread in the nuts would have required 
the removal of too much material from the wires to be practical. The 
thread cut on the wires to fit the No. 12 thread in the nuts was 
sufficient to develop at least 190 ksi in the wireso 
The nuts weTe made from 1/2-ino diameter IlBusterll alloy punch 
and chisel steel havLng the following compositio~ l~its: carbon 
0.56-0060 per ce:lt, E,ilicon 0 0 60-0080 per cent, chromium. 1010-1.30 per 
cent~ tungsten 2.00-2.30 per cent, v~nadium 0020-0030 per cent. These 
n~ts were 5/8-ino lo~g and hexagonal in cross sectiono They were 
hardened by the following procedure: (1) Pack in charcoal in a closed 
s~eel box. (2) Heat for 20 mi~o at 1200 deg. Fo (3) Heat for 45-60 
min 0 at 1650 deg o F. (4) Oil q~ench to slightly above room temperature. 
( (5) Temper 30 mino at 1000 deg. Fo (6) Remove from fD-~ace and air cool. 
t 
Beams U-23, u-24, D-25, U-27J UA-5, UA-9, and UA-11 were 
equipped with a wedge grip anchorage specially made in the laboratory 
machine shop. The wedge ~ips at the end of the beam from which the 
wires were tensioned eac~ consisted of a th~ee-jaw gripping chuck housed 
j in an internally tape::'ed, ex-ceJ:'nally threaded grip housing outside of 
wtich was fitted 8.!1 internally threaded sleeve 0 The sleeve was run up 
1 
• 
against the bearing blockJ or shims~ to hold the stress after tension 
was applied 0 The sleeve and g!'ip housing were fabricated in the 
laboratory machine shop from cild steelo The chuck jaws were commercial 
"StrandviserT fittings made by the Reliable Electric Co 0 of Chicago . 
. j 
13. 
The wedge grips at the other end of the beam each consisted of a three-
jaw gripping chuck housed in an internally tapered grip housing. 
Beams UA-l through UA-4 were e~uipped with spring-loaded wedge 
grip anchorages purchased from the Graybar Electric Co. and called 
!lStee:lcase Strandvise Grips 0 11 Each grip consisted of a three-jaw gripp-. 
-ing chuck, an internally tapered steel grip housing, a spring, and a 
keeper for the spring 0 The keeper could be taken off to release the 
spring allowing the grip to be easily removed from the wire for re-use. 
In order that up to fifteen of the grips might be used Simultaneously, 
within the limitations imposed by the size of the reinforcement channel 
and the spacing of the holes in the bearing plates, the grip housings 
were machined from a diameter of 0075 ino to a di8.:!JJ.eter of 0~69 in. 
The threaded anchorages were the easiest to use but could not 
develop the ultimate wire stress in beams having fewer than seven wires o 
The wedge grip ~chorages made in the laboratory machine shop were 
capable of developing the ultimate strength ?f the wire but their size 
limited their use to beams having fewer than seven wireso The spring-
loaded wedge grips, after machining in the laboratory, were compact and 
easy to mOilllt ~d rem.OVE; c Because of the necess~ry .f1 slipll ,re~uired to 
set the gripping chucks, however; it was difficult to obtain a desired 
level of prestress. Moreover; at high wire stresses the housings of 
the grips were observed to enlarge which probably resulted in·a decreased 
wire ·strain rate. Had t~e housings of the spring-loaded wedge grips not 
been mach~~ed to a smaller diameter, they might have successfully carried 
the high wire stresses but would then have been restricted to beams with 
fewer than seven wires ~ 
14. 
(2) Tensioning Apparatus. A 30-ton capacity Simplex 
center-hold ram operated by a Blackhawk pump was used to tension the 
wirese A U-shaped frame supported by the bearing plate provided a 
reaction for the jacko To tension the wiTes, the ram reacted against 
the frame and a 5/8-in. rode The thrust was transferred from the ram 
to the rod through washers and a nut threaded onto-the rod, and, in the 
case of the threaded and spring-loaded wedge grip anchorages, from the 
rod to the wire throu&~ a threaded union connection. In the case of 
the laboratory m.~lufactured vredge grips, the th:-ust ~·ras transferred 
from the rod to the wire throu&~ a threaded UL~ion connecting the rod 
to the grip housing. After the desired level of stress was attained, 
a nut was turned up agai~st a shim in the case of a threaded anchorage, 
the entire wedge grip ,{as pushed against the bearing plate in the case 
of a spring-loaded wedge grip anchorage, or the sleeve was turned up 
against the bearing plate in the case of the laboratory manufactured 
wedge grip anchorageso 
The end bearing plates used in all beams were 6 by 6 by 1 1/2-
ino in size and were substantial enough to eliminate the need for 
special reinforcement near the ends of the beamso 
(3) Measurement of Tensioning Force. Cylindrical 
all!minum dynamometers were used to meaSUT'e the tensioning force. They 
were placed on each wire betvreen the anchorage and bearing plate at the 
end of the beam opposite that at which the tension was applied. This 
means of measuring the tensioning force was chosen because a precise 
measurement of the wire stress could be obtained 0 Furthermore, the 
15. 
dynamometers could be easily placed on the wires and removed for re-use. 
The dynamometers are 2-in. lengths of 1/2-in. aluminum alloy rod, with 
0.2-in. diameter holes drilled through their centers. 
To determine the tensioning force, the compressive strain in 
the dynamometer was measured by means of two Type A7 SR-4 electric strain 
gages. These gages, attached to opposite sides of the dynamometer, were 
wlred in series, giving a strain reading which was the average of the 
strain in the two gages o This arrangement was such that small 
eccentricities of the load would not affect the strain readingo The 
dynamometers were calibrated on the 6,000-lbo range of a 120,000-lb. 
capacity Baldwin Southwark Tate-Emery hydraulic testing machine. The 
calibYations of the dynamometers were nearly the same; the strain 
'increment necessary to measure a tensioning stress of 120 ksi in the 
wire was about 2000 millionths u This large increment of strain allowed 
a precise measurement of wire stress, since the strain indicator used 
had a se~sitivity,of two :or three millionthso 
The value of prestress reported fer each beam is the stress 
obtained from the dynamometers immediately prior to testing of the 
beam" 
(4) T2nsioning Procedureo Before inserting the wires 
into·the reinforcement c~annel) one end of each wire was threaded through 
one of the bearing plates and secured with a nuto Then all of the wires 
were pulled through the hole in the beam at the same time" The wires 
were then inserted in the other bearing plate and both plates secured 
16. 
to the ends of the beam -w-i th a thin layer of TlHydrocall1 gypsum plaster. 
The dynamometers were then slipped onto the wires at one end of the beam 
and finally the ~~choring nuts were put on each end of each wire. P5ter 
taking readings on all of the strain gages and dial indicators, the wires 
were tensioned individually. The U-shaped frame was attached to the 
bearing plate and the pull-rod connected to the wire .. The center-hole 
ram was placed over the pull-rod, and each wire in turn was tensioned to 
the desired value of stress; then the anchor nut was turned up snug 
against the shim, and the pressure on the ram released. Since the beam. 
underwent a certah'1 amOli...llt of elastic shortening as each wire was tension-
ed, each wire was i~itially overstressed in proportion to the number of 
wires to be subsequently t.ensioned. Thus it was not necessary to re·· 
tension the wireso 
The above descriptio~ applies to beams having threaded 
anchorages. In beams utilizing wedge grips, a tlduromy" threaded wire 
was inserted together with the regular reinforcement. This dummy wire 
was used to secure the bearing plates &~d was removed after the Hydrocal 
had seto For beams with spring loaded wedge grips, the wires were 
initially overstressed by an arbitrary amount to allow for the setting 
of the gripping chucks. In all other respects the methods used were 
s:iJ:nilar for both types of 8Dchorage 0 
70 Test Specimens 
All 23 beams tested were rectangular post-tensioned, and 
lL~bondedo The beams consisted of a rectangular concrete section with 
17. 
a longitudinal hole for the wire reinforcement, high strength cold-drawn 
steel wire reinforcement extending through the hole in straight lines 
between bearing plates at each end of the beam, and, in the case of 
Beams UA-l through UA-12, two Noo 3 intermediate grade steel deformed 
bars located between the bottom of the wire reinforcement channel and 
the bottom of the beam. 
The beams were nominally 6 by 12 in. in cross-section and 
10 fto in lengthc P~though the beams were cast in metal forms, the 
dimensions of the be~s varied slightlye The measured widths and other 
properties of the beams a~e given in Table 30 
The load was applied to the beams through a bearing block or 
blocks at midsp&~ or at two paints symmetrical about midspan of the 
beam (Figo 4)c For beams loaded at midspan the load was applied through 
one bearing block 6 inc wide, 2 L~c long in the direction of the beam 
Spa:lJ and 2 LYle thick, restiJ:lg on two pads of leather each 2 3/4 in. 
wide, 2-ino long in the direction of the beam span, and 1/4 in. thick, 
placed so as to provide a space 2 by 1/2 by 1/4 inc above the longitudinal 
centerline at midspanc For two-point loaded beams, the load was applied 
thro~gh two bearing blocks each 6 inc wide, 8 inc long in the direction 
of th~ beam Sp8.IlJ a.."I1d 2 ino thick, with one exception c Beam UA-6 was 
loaded through bearing b~ocks 6 inc wide, 8 inc long in the direction 
of the beam span, and 2 ino thick, each block restirrg on two pads of 
leather each 8 ino long in the direction of the beam span, 2 1/2 ino 
Wide, and 1/4-ino thick, placed so as to provide a space 8 by 1 by 
1/4 inc above the longitudinal centerline at the load-points of the beam. 
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The two-point loaded beams were loaded at the three-, four-, 
and five-twelfths points of the nine foot span. This corresponds to 
distances from the end bearings to the load-points of 27, 36, and 45 in., 
respectively_ 
In order to insure flexural failures in Beams UA-ll and UA-12, 
external clamp-on stirrups were provided as web reinforcement between 
the load-points and the end reactions o 
The age of each beam at the time of testing is given in 
Table 2v The beams were prestressed no longer than one day before 
testing~ 
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III. INSTRUMENTATION, LOADING APPARATUS, .AND TESTING PROCEDLffiE 
80 Instrumentation 
(a) Electric Strain Gageso Strains were read to the nearest 
10 millionths with a Baldwin Portable Strain Indicator. Dummy gages for 
temperature compensation were mounted on unstressed steel blocks. All 
electric strain gages were mounted with Duco cement. 
Strains in the wires were measured with Type A7 SR-4 electric 
strain gages, which have a nominal gage length of 1/4 in. and a minimum 
trim width of 3/16 in. They were chosen for their narrow width, short 
length, and flexibility. The gages were placed on at least four wires 
at midspan of the beam and symmetrical about the center of gravity of 
the.wires. After several hours of air drying, heat lamps were used to 
hasten the drying of the cement. After the cement was d-ry the gages were 
wrapped with.~lectrical and cloth adhesive tapeso The lead wires from the 
gages were carried down the reinforcement channel to the dynamometer end 
of the beam wheye they were brought out from behind the bearing plate 
through a small groove formed in the concrete 0 
Strains in the No. 3 bars were measured in Beams UA-l through 
UA-6 with Type A7 SR-4 strain gages. In order to place the gages on the 
bar, the deformations we~e ground.off for half the circumference of the 
bar over a length of about 1 in. The gages were applied to the bars 
.~rioy to casting Beams UA-l through UA-3. They were waterproofed with 
Petrolastic, an asphaltic compound 0 The gages were applied to Beams 
UA-4 through UA-6 after the concrete had set. This was accomplished 
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by wiring to the bars wooden plugs measuring 1 in" wide, 2 in. long in 
the direction of the beam span, and 1 1/2 in. high. After the concrete 
had set, the plugs were chipped out, exposing the prepared surface of 
the bar, and the gages applied 0 
Except for Beam UA-6, strains in the concrete on top of the 
beam were measured with Type p~ SR-4 electric strain gages for beams 
loaded at the midspan or at the five-twelfths-points and Type A9 SR-4 
electric strain gages for beams loaded at the three-twelfths or four-
twelfths pointso Beam UA-6 was loaded at the four-twelfths points and 
-e~uipped with Type Al SR-4 electric strain gageso See Fig. 40 
(b) Mechanical Strain Gages c> The distribution of strains in 
the concrete over the depth of the beam was measured with a 10-ino 
Whittemore strain gageo If strains were beyond the range of this gage, 
a diyect reading gage employing a OoOOl-ino Ames dial was used and read 
to the nearest 0.001 inc. Strains measured with the Whittemore gage were 
estimated to the nearest milliontho MeasU.:!'ements on all gage lines were 
·taken twice or until readings agreed within lO millionths strain. 
The locations of the gage lines are shown in Fig. 5. They 
were located at 2, 4, and 8 irro below the top surface on both sides of 
the beamo The depth to the lowest line was chosen to correspond with 
the original depth to the steelo Steel plugs 3/8-ino in diameter and 
1/4-in. lo:ng, with gage hole s drilled to a depth of about l/8-in., were 
cemented to the sides of the beams to establish the gage lines. 
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(c) Measurement of Deflection. Deflections at midspan and at 
each third-point were measured with O~OOl-in, dial indicators. The 
indicators were mOQDted on posts attached to a deflection frame which 
spanned between the piers that supported the beam. 
9. Loading Apparatus 
Beams U-li through U-22 were tested in a 300,OOO-lb. capacity 
Riehle screw-type testir-g machine 0 The loading apparatus was similar 
to that shown in Fig. 18 of Billet's thesis~2) All the other beams were 
tested in a specially constructed frame employing a 30-ton capacity 
Simplex hydraulic ram operated py a Blackhawk pump, Fig~ 6. The testing 
machine or hydraulic jack was used to apply deformation and a 50,OOO-lb. 
capacity elastic-ring dynamometer was used to measure the corresponding 
load~ The dynamometer was equipped with a dial indicator that was 
calibrated at III lb. per division; it was sensitive to about one-tenth 
of one division. 
lOv Testing Proced.ure 
Load was applied in about seven increments to failure with 
aDout five load and midspan deflection readings taken T10n the runll during 
each incremento After applying each increment of load, strain and 
deflection readings were recorded and cracks were marked with ink. The 
beam was photographed at during the test~ 
amount of decrease in load and increase in deflection occurred while 
strain and deflection readings were being recorded. The maximum load 
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for each increment, which occurred when loading was stopped, was recorded 
and the strain &~d deflection readings taken as ra~idly as possible. 
Before resuming the loading, load and midspan deflection readings were 
again recordedo The beams were loaded until they ruptured completely 
or failed to develop increased resistance to increased deformation. The 
length of time required to test each beam usually varied from 4 to 6 
hours 0 
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Dl . PRESENTATION OF TEST RESULTS 
lle Meas~ed ~~dDerived Quantities 
The maximum load .attained during each increment of load and 
the midspan deflectiop ~orresponding to this load were observed 
simultaneously. P~so measured for each load increment were the strains 
in the reinforcemerrt, the st~ains at the top surface of the beam, the 
strains in the dyr.amometers, and the strain distribution over the depth 
of the beam. The di.st8.!lce from the top of the beam to the top of the 
~ighest crack was obse~ed for several load increments just preceding 
failure. A£ter failure; the distance from the top of the beam to the 
top of the reinfo~cemen~ channel and~ in the case of beams with bar 
reinforcement, ·the dista~ce from the top of the beam to the center 
of the No. 3 bars were measured at tne section where failure occurred. 
The quantities dez-ived diTectly from these measurements were 
-t!.Le flexural mom.ent in the beam, the dept~ to t~e Wires, d, and bars, dT~ 
the depth to the ~eutral axis, the stress in the reinforcement, and the 
st~ains in t~e concrete at t~e top of the beam and at the level of the 
wires and barso Because of the large size of the reinforcement 
chaLnel, the wires remained horizontal as the beam deflected until the 
top of the channel to~ched the wires. Therefore, the depth to the 
ce~ter of force of the wiye reinforcement was obtained from a carefully 
made computation based on the ultimate deflection of the beam. 
1 
J 
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With the above information and the physical properties of the 
beam it was possible to compute the wire stress at ultimate load, f , 
su 
(for comparison with values derived from strain measurements), the bar 
stress at ultimate load, f~u' the value of the parameter klk3f~, and 
the value of FE . 
"C. 
Various measured and derived ~uantities are tabulat-
ed in Table 4" 
12. Behavior ~Dd Mode of Failure 
Under f~ Frestress the beams deflected upward about O.O~ 
to 0,10 in. Before cracking, all beams behaved elastically. Upon 
the formatio~ of the first fle~ral crack ~~ increase in deflection 
accompanied by a decrease in load was observed. This was due to the 
transfer of te~sile force from t~e concrete to the reinforcement. The 
effect was greater for low tha::. foy high values of Q = E -o/f' in beams 
s- c 
wi th only ll..'1bonded reinforcement but hardly noticeable in beams with 
bonded as well as ~bonded ~eirrfoycement. 
The number of cracks which occQTred in beams with only 
ULbonded reinforceme~t was a function of the type of loading and the 
value of Q &"'1.d varied as follo-w-s: midspan lea ded beams developed 
oclyone crack, "beams loaded a.t the five-twelfths points develoFed 
one or two cracks J beams loaded at the four-twelfths points developed 
from one to three cracks, and beams loaded at the three-twelfths 
Foints developed three or fO~I cracks (Figso 7 and 8). The cracks 
occurred only in the pure flexure region of the two-point loaded beams. 
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Beams with both bonded and 1L~bonded reinforcement exhibited 
well distributed and uniformly spaced cracks. Inclined cracks formed 
in t~e regions of combined flexure and shear (Figs. 7 and 8). 
After initial cracking, the load increased more slowly with 
i~creased deflectiono Near ~timate load the strains in the concrete 
and reinforcement increased more rapidly, as did the deflection, but 
the crack patter~ c2anged very: little. The position of the neutral 
axis; which had been moving up throughout the test, became fairly 
stable~ As the concrete began to crush at ultimate load, the neutral 
axis moved down and t~e load began to decrease as the deflection 
increased. For beams with high values of Q the decrease in load with 
respect to deflection was muc~ more rapid than for beams with low 
values of Q. 
The wire st~esses at ultimate load were less than the 
proportional limit in all of the beams tested .. In Beams U-19, U-22, 
~~d UA-3 a wire fract~red in t~e threaded pcrtion at the anchorage. 
Be8.IIl. U -19 was Oll t:1e verge of a compres si ve failure as evidenced by 
the stability of the dept~ to the n.eutral axis preceding fracture of 
t2J.e wil~es a...'1.d Beam U -22 had already attained its ultimate load. Beam 
UA-3 failed by crushing of the concrete at a load lower than that which 
caused a wire to fract~re and was &''1.alyzed for the lower load using 
t~e area of steel remainL~g at crushing of the concrete. 
Beams UA-2 and UA-4 failed in shear by crushing of the 
concrete at the top of inclined cracks and near the loading points. 
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130 Measured Moments 
Measured and computed cracking and ultimate moments for each 
beam are listed in Table 4. The measured moments were obtained from 
the measUYed loads and the weights of the loading apparatus and test 
beamc 
Cracking was i~dicated during the test by a sudden decrease 
in load and L~crease in deflection. The load-deflection curves, 
Figs. 9 through 12, show the occurrence of first cracking as the point 
at which the curves first deviate from their ir~tial straight lines. 
The ~timate moment was taken as the moment at first crushing 
of the concrete in compression. It was also the maximum moment for all 
beams except Beam u-24, fo~ which the moment at cracking was the 
maxi:rrru.m moment, a.."ld Beam UA - 3 which experienced crushing of the 
concrete after a wire fractu~ed. 
140 Load-Deflection Cha:"::l..Cteris-cic s 
l..oad.-deflection C"'L:'V€S are plotted in Figs 0 9 through 12 for 
all of the -beams tested" Each ClU've is the result of between 50 and 
100 separate load .~d midspan deflection measurements. Load was 
measured with ~~elastic-~ing d~amometer and deflection was measured 
with a dial indicator. The increases in deflection and decreases in 
load which occ"llrred during the interru.ption of loading to take 
readL"lgs o~ the strain gages were not plotted as they seemed to have 
no effect on the n envelope Tl load-deflection CD-ryes. 
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An arrow at the end of a curve indicates that loading was 
discontinued to prevent complete collapse of the beam. The curves 
eL~ibit the same general characteristics as those reported by Feldman 
15, Strain Distribution and Position of the Neutral Axis 
Billet(2) and Feldman(l) have shown that the distribution 
of average strain over the depth of bonded and unbonded prestressed 
beams is lineaTo Strain distributions at various loads are shown 
in Figo 13 for Beam UA-lo 
The position of the neutral axis at any load is defined as 
t~e inte~section of the line of zero strain and the line representing 
the distribution of strain at that load~ The strain distributions) 
however) were obtained with a strain gage having a length of 10 in. 
and the indicated depth to the neutral axis is an average value. The 
values of the depth to the neutral axis, k d) listed in Table 4 were 
u 
obtained from a meas~'ement of the distance from the top surface of 
the beam to the top of the highest crack at the section of failure. 
Because the strai2 gradie~t is high, especially in beams with low 
values of Q, the tensile force resisted by the coacrete and its 
effect on the analysis is small and may be ignored 0 
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16. Reinforcement Strains and Stresses 
(a) Wires. Stresses in the wire reinforcement were obtained 
by three different methods: (1) from strains measured by SR-4 strain 
gages attached to the wires at midspan, (2) from measured values of M1 
and k , and (3) from dynamometers at one end of the beam. 
u 
The value of prestress, Table 3, was determined only from the 
force measured by the dynamometers. 
The SR-4 strain gages attached to the wires were used to 
measure the change in wire strain, E ,between prestress and ultimate 
sa 
load. To this strain was added the strain at prestress from the 
dynamometer measurements. E in order to.obtain the strain at ultimate 
-' se' 
load, E ,which was converted to stress with the aid of the appropriate 
su 
stress-strain c~~e, Fig. 1 or Fig. 2. Values of stress determined in 
this manner are listed in Colc 1, Table 6. 
MT 
Column 2, Table 6, contains values of fsu = A d(1-k
2
k ) 
s u 
determined from measured values of MT and ku and using k2 = 0.42. 
Values of f obtained from the force in the wires as 
su 
measured by the dynamometers are tabulated in Col. 3, Table 6. The 
dynamometer measurement of f is believed to be the least subject 
su 
to error, therefore, these are the values which were selected for 
comparison with values of f computed from the theory. 
su 
An attempt was made to take readings of all strain gages 
at ultimate load. Failing this, the values were obtained by an 
extrapolation to the deflection at ultimate load on a plot of strain 
versus deflection. 
(b) Bars. The strain, 
29· 
Ell in the bonded reinforcement at 
su' 
ultimate load was obtained from a plot of concrete strain distribution 
and converted to the stress at ultimate load, fll , with the aid of the 
su 
stress-strain curve for that pair of bars. The strains in the bars 
exceeded the yield strain, E", in every beam of the UA Series. y 
In Beams UA-l, UA-5, UA-9, and UA-ll the bars entered the 
strain-hardening range. Although the extra capacity due to the strain-
hardening of the bars would undoubtedly be ignored in desi_gn) the value 
of ftl rather than fl1 has been used throughout this analysis. 
su y 
V. DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS 
17. Theoretical Relationshi~s 
The following analysis is based on that presented by 
Billet(2) for bonded prestressed beams as modified by Feldman(l) 
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for unbonded beams. The assumed conditions of stress and strain at 
ultimate load are shown in Fig. 14. The total resisting moment is 
the sum of the individual reSisting moments of the Wire, MI , and the 
bar re inforcement, MIT. 
M 
u 
(1) 
E~uating the tensile and compressive forces yields: 
k 
u 
f A + fIT All 
su S su s 
klk3f~bd 
Combining Eqs. (1) and (2) and substituting p 
M 
u 
2 k2 
f P bd [1 - k k fl 
su 1 3 c 
d ll ( f + - fll pIt) ] 
suP d su 
ILk fl 
-~ 3 c 
(2 ) 
Provided that the parameters k2 and ~k3 are known or can 
be assigned values, only the stresses in the reinforcement must be 
evaluated in order to compute the resisting moment at ultimate load. 
Furthermore, the stress in the bar reinforcement, 
yield stress, fIT in most cases. y' 
fll will be the 
su' 
The strain in the wire reinforcement at ultimate load is 
(Ref. 1): 
E 
SU 
E + CXE + I3E 
se ce cu 
Because the term aE is relatively small and because the ultimate 
ce 
moment-carrying capacity is relatively insensitive to moderate 
variations in I3E ) it is convenient to represent both terms by a 
cu 
single ~uanti ty, FE 
cu 
Then: 
E 
su 
E + FE 
se cu 
From the strain distribution at ultima.te load: 
and 
or: 
E 
cu 
1 - k 
E 
su 
E + ( u) FE 
se k u 
FE 
U 
k 
u 
1 - k 
u 
u 
( E - E ) 
su se 
Comb ining E ~s. ( 2) and (7): 
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(4) 
(6) 
f 
su 
FE 
U 
E - E + FE (8) 
su se u 
Only three parameters, k2' klk5' and FEu' need be evaluated 
in order to compute the resisting moment of the beam if fll = fll. 
SU Y 
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Billet and APPleton(3) have shown that the ultimate moment-
carrying capacity is relatively insensitive to variations in the value 
of k2 between the limits of 1/3 for a triangular stress distribution and 
1/2 for a rectangular st~ess distribution. Conse~uently, an average 
value of k2 = 0<42 has been used throughout this analysis. 
Empirical expressions for klk3f~ and FEu are derived from 
measured values of M
u
' f su" and ku in Sections IB and 19 for beams 
loaded at two pOints and iE Section 2D for beams loaded at midspan. 
IBo 
The ave~age strEsS in the concrete stress block is denoted by 
~k3f~. Feldman obtained the followi~g expressions: ~k3f~ = 0.B5 f~, 
for beams loaded at ~he third-pointsJ and ~k3f~ = 1045 f~, for beams 
loaded at midspa.:l 0 
Values of klk3f~ have been evaluated for each beam from a 
transformation of E~" 2 w:hich yields 
+ 
(1-k2k ) u 
ffl A" 
su s 
bdk 
u 
The values of ~k3f~ listed in Table 4 were computed from E~o 9 using 
measured values of M: and ku &~d k2 = 00420 
In :B'igo 15 are plotted measured values of ~ k3f ~ versus f ~ 
for beams loaded at two poi~tso Included in the plot are values 
reported by Feldm&l for. Beams U-l through u-8o There is no consistent 
variation of klk3f~ with the three types of two-point loading 
represented in Fig. 15 and the variation with ft appears negligible. 
c 
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A satisfactory empirical relationship between klk3f~ and f~ 
for the two-point loaded beams would seem to be 
(10) 
which is also shown in Fig. 15. This relationship has been used to 
determine the computed values of klk3f~ which are compared with measured 
values in Table 5. 
Beams loaded at midspan are discussed in Section 20. 
190 Empirical Relationship for FE 
u 
The parameter FE enters the analysis of an unbonded beam 
1l 
because of the lack of conformity between strains in the unbonded 
reL"1.forcement . and strains in the concrete at the level of the unbonded 
reinforcement. The value of FE has been observed to vary with the 
u 
ratio k J the type of loading: and the number of cracks which form 
u 
in the beamo 
Values of the quantity FEu have been obtained from the test 
data for each beam by using Eqo 7b, 
FE 
U 
k 
u 
1 - k 
u 
( E - E ) 
Sli se 
Trle values of FE listed in Table 4 were computed from Eq. Tb 
u 
asing measured values of k (Table 4) and of E = E - E correspond-
u sa su se 
ing to the increase in wire stress f listed in Table 4. 
sa 
Values of FE versus k are plotted in Fig. 16 for beams 
u u 
loaded at two points 0 Values from data reported by Feldman for Beams 
U-l t~ough u-8 are included. Although the scatter of points is 
considerable, it appears that the relationship is non-linear and that 
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FE varies almost directly with the ratio of the distance between points 
u 
of application of the loads to the total depth of the beam, Lf/h. More-
over, the effect of added bonded reinforcement on the value of FE is not 
u 
significant. Values of FEuh/Lf are plotted versus ku'. in Figo 17. A 
non-linear relationship of simple form which represents the test data is: 
FE 
U 
Lflh 
0.03 + 0~0081k 
u 
(11) 
The computed values of FE listed in Tables 5 for beams loaded 
u 
at two points have been obtained from E~o 5 in the following manner: 
(1 ) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4 ) 
(5) 
estimate the ratio k , 
u 
comp~te FE from E~o ll, 
u 
compute f from E~o 8, 
su 
compute k from E~. 2, 
u 
repeat steps (1) through (4) until the values of k 
u 
from step (1) and (4) are in agreement. 
The computed values of f and k listed in Table 7 were 
su u 
obtained from this same calculation 0 
Beams loaded at midspan are discussed in Section 20. 
200 Bean::.s Loaded at Midspan 
Beams U-21 and U-22 as well as the midspan loaded beams 
reported by Feldman developed only one cracko The cracks occurred at 
midspan of each beam. As each beam was deflected) nearly, all the 
rotation was concentrated above the single crack, and at ultimate load 
the concrete c~~shed above the crack and beneath the midspan loading 
block~ Because the state of stress in the concrete crushing zone was 
influenced by the midspan loading block, the empirical relationships 
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for ~k3f~ and FEu for beams loaded at midspan have been determined 
independently from the data for two-point loaded beams. 
Feldman obtained for beams loaded at midspan: 
k k ft = 1.45 ft (12) 
1 3 c c 
Although FE appears to vary with k for beams loaded at 
u u 
midsp&~, the variation is small. Conse~uently, an average value as 
given by the following expression has been chosen: 
FE = 0.00020 
u 
and FE are 
u 
listed lD Tables 
(13) 
4 and 
5. Values computed from E~s. (12) and (13) are listed in Table 5. The 
computed values of ~k3f~ and FEu were used to obtain the computed values 
of f and.k listed in Table (. 
su u 
21. Comparison of Measured&~d Computed Resisting Moments of 
Prestressed .Reinforcement 
Table ( contai.~s measured 8...."1.d computed values of f ,k, and 
su u 
the resisting moment of the wire J M t, for all of the beams, both with 
~~d without added bo~ded .rei~forcement. The computed values are based 
on the empirical relatior~hips given in E~s. 10 through 13 and the 
properties of the beams, including the measured values of the prestress 
All 
and the ratio fil ~ 
su A 
s 
Anothey method of comparing measured and computed moments for 
the beams with unbo~ded reinforcement oP~y is illustrated in Fig. 18. 
Curves of Ml /~k3f ~bd2 veysus Q t are plotted for values of Lf/h of 1.5, 
36. 
3.0, and 4.5, corresponding to beams loaded at the five-, four-, and 
three-twelfths points. The quantities necessary for the construction 
of these curves are the stress-strain relationship for the wires, the 
level of prestress, a relationship for FEU' and a value of k2 . The 
c~ves were plotted for Type VIII wire, .0 .l. 
se 
120 ksi, 
FE 
U 
Lf/h 
0.03 + O.OOB/k 
u 
x 10-5 , and k2 = 0.42. In determining a point 
on one of the curves, k , FE , and f were computed as described in 
u u su 
Section 19 and Mt/klk3f~bd2 = ku (1 - k2ku) was then computed. 
The plotted points in Fig. 18 represent values of M'/k_k_f tbd2 -~ 5 c 
versus Q' = EsP/~k3f~ in which all quantities are measured except 
klk3 which was taken as 0.85. Seven beams reported by Feldman are 
plotted in addition to the two-point loaded beams reported herein. 
Neglecting Beam U-23, in which the load measurement was in error, the 
measured moments aTe within 15 percent of the computed moments and for 
all but one of the beams are within 10 percent of the computed moments. 
It may also be seen in Fig. 18 that Tandom variations in the flexural 
capacity aTe equal or grea.ter in magnitude than the variations in 
flexural capaci.ty for diffeTent positions of the two loads. 
A curve similar to that shown in Fig. 18 cannot conveniently 
be used to compare measured and computed moments of the unbonded beams 
with additional bonded reinforcement because the wire stress at 
ultimate load, f , ~~d hence the moments Ml and M are affected by 
su u 
the ratio fll All/A -which varied in these beams. 
. su s s 
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22. Comparison of Measured and Computed Moments at Cracking 
The moment at first cracking is especially important in 
1h~bonded beams because the wire reinforcement is exposed to the elements 
when the crack ~eaches the reinforcement channelc 
The cracking moment is dependent on the modulus of rupture of 
the concrete, the magr..itude and eccentricity of the prestress force, 
and the geometrical properties of the cross-section. 
In Table 8 are listed measured and computed values of the 
moment at first cracking. ColUITL~ 5 contains moments based on the 
modulus of rupture, f , as determined from control specimens. Colurnn'6 
r 
contains moments based on f = 0.1 fl. Average values used in the 
r c 
computation of moments at cracking for all beams include: eccentricity 
of the prestress force = 2033 in., net area of the concrete = 64.4 s~uare 
inches, section modulus of the cross-section = 130 inches 3, and the 
tensile stress due to the weight of the beam = 62 psi. 
230 Effects of Added Bonded Reinforcement in Unbonded Beams 
The addition of bonded reinforcement to an unbonded beam 
aff'ects the beam strength directly by its contribution to the moment-
carrying capacity and indirectly by increasing the depth to the neutral 
axis and improving the crack pattern. 
T-~e direct effect of the added reinforcement is an increase 
in moment ecrual to Mil = fT! AT! (d ll - k_k d) which appears in ECl. (1) 
su s C u 
and which is simply the resistip~ moment of the added steel. Unless 
the beam is greatly over-reinforced, the stress, fll , in bonded 
su 
intermediate grade steel bars in an unbonded beam will be at least 
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equal to the yield stress, fll. The stress in the bonded bars may be y 
greater than their yield stress in 1L~der-reinforced beams but the 
additional moment capacity due to strain-hardening of the bonded 
reinforcement may properly be ignored in design. 
The addition of bonded reinforcement to an unbonded beam 
increases the depth to the neutral axis, k d, over the depth to the 
u 
neutral axis for a beam \.ri thout the additional reinforcement, as may 
be seen from a transformation of Eqc 20 
k d 
u 
f A + f'l Atl 
su S su s 
bklk3f~ . 
An increase in the depth to the neutral axis decreases the moment, M', 
of the 1h~bonded reinforcement by lowering the center of compression 
and thus decreasing the internal lever arm. Furthermore, discounting 
changes in the value of FE , an increase in k d or the ratio k 
u u u 
decreases the strain at ultimate and thus the stress at ultimate in the 
unbonded reinforcement; as illustrated by Eq. 7a. 
1 - k 
E 
S11. + 
( U) Fe Ese k ~u 
u 
For a constant FE , this decrease in E and f produces a further 
u su su 
decrease in M I 0 
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When a beam with o~~y unbonded reinforceme~t cracks, the 
strain ~~d stress in the co~crete are relieved for a considerable 
distance o~ either side of the crack; consequently the cracks are 
spsced relatively far apart v The addition of bonded reinforcement to 
an UDbonded beam produces a closer spacing of cracks because of the 
bond. stresses which tra~sfer the tensile strain and stress back into 
the concrete within a shorter distance each side of the crack than is 
the case for a beam with o~2y up-bonded reiLforcement. 
Both the increase in the depth to the neutral axis and the 
improvem.en-:' in the c:.."ack pattern cause inC!reases in the value of FE 
u 
~~Q corresponding increases in ~ and M!o These increases in 
su 
:t:'esisting moment of the "!lJJ.Qonded Y'einforcement tend to offset the 
decreases described previo":.lsl.y" 
Tab.1e 9'" corrtair:.s variolls measU!'ed q".J.anti ties from four pairs 
of s~ilar "xnbonded beams. One be~ of each pair contained added 
bo~ded reinfo~ce~nto T~e addition of bonded reinforcement to these 
;.:w.bonded -beams ir.creased considerably the values of k and FE but 
u u 
the co~bined effect of f and Mt was not significant 0 
su 
Figu:r'es 19 and 20 show curves of total moment, M " versus 
u' 
midspan deflection for the same fo~r pairs of beams listed in Table 9. 
Two pairs of curves; representing two different types of loading, are 
plotted ~n Figo 19 and Figo 20 for low and high values of Q, respectively. 
The fOUT beams represented in Fig. 19 had a nominal concrete strength 
of 3600 psi. and 00149 sq< in. of 1h~bonded reinforcement, The curves 
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show that although the addition of bonded reinforcement increased the 
total moment carrying capacity, the deflection at ultimate moment was 
esse~tially unchanged. The nat~e of the deflection, however, was 
usually (lui te different 0 The curvature of the beams w-1. th only unbonded 
reinforcement was concentrated at the relatively few cracks and the 
"!Jea.n:;.s were nominally straight between cracks 0 The addition of bonded 
reinforcement had the effect of distributing the beam cu-~ature and 
iffiparting a more nearly curved deflected shape to the unbonded beamsc 
240 Effects of Position of Loads 
In a beam with o~y unbonded reirJorcement~ cracks occur 
only in the region betwee~ the loads because the center of compression 
moves dOWE from its position at the region of maximum moment toward 
.the point of applicatio~ of the prestress force at the end.of the beamo 
In an unbonded be~ with additional bonded reinforcement the center of 
comp:r~essio:Q. still moves down but to a lesser degree. In both types 
of be~ the center of cOIDpTession at some distance outside the region 
of maximam mome~t reaches a point beyond which the tensile concrete 
stress is not great enough to cause cracking. The number of cracks 
which occur lD aL unbonded beam with or without added bonded 
reinforcement ~~d loaded at two points is then a function of the 
distance between the leads. 
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The values of FE 8...l1d f vary with the number of cracks; 
u su 
conse~uentlYJ an increase in the distance between the loads, LfJ · 
increases the moment-carrying capacity of the unbonded reinforcement 
although the increase in k and decrease in the internal lever arm 
u 
corresponding to the increase in f reduces the effect somewhat. 
Su 
Various measured quantities for the fOUT pairs of beams 
described in Section 24 are listed in Table 10. One beam of each 
pair was loaded at the 3/12 points and the other beam was loaded.at 
the 5/12 points 0 f and M' are all greater 
su 
for the beams loaded at the 3/12 points than for the comparable beams 
loaded at the 5/12 points. 
Figures 19 and 20, described in Section ~3Jshow ·the effects 
of the position of the loads on the total mome~t-carrying capacity) 
M , and on the midspan deflection for unbonded beams wi th and without 
u 
added bonded .reinforcement and for high and low values. of Q. The 
midspan deflection at ultimate for the beams loaded.at the 3/12 points 
was considerably greater than for the beams loaded at the 5/12 points 
as would be expected from the greater length of the region of maximum 
moment 0 Part of the increased deflection, however, can be attributed 
to the increased moment capacity. 
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VI. S~~Y p~ CONCLUSIONS 
The objectives of this series of tests were to investigate 
further the applicability of the analysis presented.by Feldman(l) and 
to extend the analysi.s to include other variables. 
Twenty-three rectangular, post-tensioned,unbonded beams 
were tested" The beams were nOffiinally 6 by 18 in. in cross-section 
a..'1.d lO fto in lengtho All the beams were reinforced with cold-drawn 
high strength steel wire reinforcement which was placed in a 
reinforcement channel in the beam. The level of prestress had a 
nominal value of 120 ksifor all beams. The loads were applied at 
midsParl 0:- at two points eCluidistant from midspan. ..All beams were 
tested or;. a 9-f't c. span" 
The major variables were the percentage of unbonded prestressed 
~einforcementp the concrete strength, audthe type of loading. Twelve 
of the beams were provided with bonded non-prestressed intermediate 
grade deformed bars in addit~on to the unbonded prestressed reinforcement. 
'llhe percentage of' lm"i;onded p::'estressed reinforcement ranged from about 
0,,2 to about 0~8 and the concrete strength ranged from about 2000 psi 
to about 7600 psi. For the beams loaded.at two pointsJ the loads were 
applied at the three-, four-, or five-twelfths points of the 9-ft. span. 
The descriptions of mate::'ialsy fabrication, test spec~ens, 
instrumentation, loading apparatus, and testing procedure have been 
presented in detail in this report. The test results have been presented 
in both tabular and graphical form and compared with the results predict-
ed by the analysis presented herein. 
The analysis is based on previous ~~alyses for the behavior 
of bonded and unbonded prestressed beams described in the Second and 
Third Progress Reports(1;2) on this project. It was modified by 
combining the paTameters aE and ~E into a single term) FE . 
ce u u 
Expressions for two parameters;. ~k3f~ and FEu' have been empirically 
derived from the test datac 
The data from this investigation and from previous tests 
indicate that the parameter klk3f~ is independent of the type of 
loading, provided that the leading apparatus does not have an effect 
on the state of stress in the concrete at the section of failure as 
it does in beams loaded at midspan through a bearing block on top of 
the beam. 
The type of loading, the ratio) ku: and the number of cracks 
which form in the beam have been observed to affect the factor F which 
relates strains ~~ the unbonded reinforcement and strains in the 
concrete~ 
For this series of tests, the addition of bonded reinforcement 
to an unbonded beam increased the total moment-carrying capacity of the 
beam with little or no effect on the stress in the unbonded reinforcement} 
f y or the resistLDg moment of theunbondedreinforcement, MI. However, 
su 
for other values of the variables involved) the moment=carrJing capacity 
of the unbonded reinforcement may be significantly affected although the 
various effects of the added bonded steel have a tendency to cancel out 0 
The distance between points of application of the loads, 
Lf , affected the number of cracks which formed in a beam and thus 
affected the factor FE. The total moment-carrying capacity, M ) 
u u 
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was noticeably but not greatly affected by the distance between loads. 
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TABLE 1 
SIEVE ANALYSES OF AGGREGATES 
Percentages Retained 
Aggregate A B C D E F G H Lot 
Sieve 
1 1/2" 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
uJ 3/4" 9.6 32.4 8.6 '7.5 17·9 27·1 23.2 
~ 3/8" 67.8 93.5 58.9 41.4 56.1 78.2 69.2 
~ No.4 98.3 99·2 92.2 96.7 73.2 92.4 95.4 
No.8 98.7 95.4 99.3 92.5 93.4 98.3 
No. 16 98.8 93.8 94.4 98.7 
No. 4 1.7 3.7 1.8 2.2 0.2 1·5 3.0 2.0 
No. 8 11.2 15.8 11·3 12 .1~ 4.7 7.7 21.1 12.3 
No. 16 23.0 29·9 21.8 28.9 26.6 21.9 41.1 28.1~ § No. 30 45.0 56.2 55·9 60.1 64.7 48.5 66.7 70.0 
ill No. 50 90.0 91.4 94.2 95·1 92.5 89.3 92·7 96.3 
No. 100 96.3 97.7 99·2 99·1 98.5 98.2 98.8 99.2 
Fineness Modulus 2.67 2·95 2.84 2.98 2.87 2.67 3.23 3.08 
TABLE 2a 
PROPERTIES OFt CONCRETE MI.XEG 
Cement':Sa.nd;G:ra~Y-~- CF.;menflWat£r Slump Compressive Modulus of Age at .Sand Gravel Cement 
Beam by weight by vre ight in 0 St:rength 9 f' RUI)ture;J f r Test Lot Lot Type . c 
psi psi days 
Batch 1 2 1. 2 1 2 1 2 
"'-,...-------"-" ~--..-----. 
U~17 1 : 30 98 : 5 0 64. 1:3.91:5055 0094 0096 2 7 25 LI.o 2120 260 260 52 B B I 
u~18 1:3074:5052 1:3077:5.60 1013 1013 1 3 2440 2770 3'20 400 46 A A I 
U-19 1:2.08:3045 1:2009:3042 1.85 1085 2 3 6000 6270 480 480 60 A A I 
U-20 1:5.55:7.20 1:5054:7020 0074 0.79 1 2 2190 1.580 330 350 79 B B I 
U-21 1:4008:5039 1:5.09:6074 1004 0089 1 1 3830 2450 440 420 94 B B I "2 "2 
U-22 1:2 076:4021 1:2.79:4.23 1038 1.38 3 8 4490 4680 530 470 73 A A I 
U-23 1:2.03:3041 1:2003:3.41 1061 1.61 1 2 7110 7580 650 700 89 C C I 
u-24 1:2.89:4044 1:2.89:4044 1.41 1041 1 2 5990 5660 690 640 72 C C I 
U-25 1:3·73:5.52 1:3073:5052 1.17 1024 5 5 3450 3400 ~i60 300 19 F F III 
u-26 1:3.75:5.52 1:3075:5052 1026 1026 2 3 3030 3080 ~)20 320 6 G G III 
U-27 1:3.75:5052 1:3.75:5052 1.26 1026 3 4 3810 3890 ~)80 400 12 G G III 
u-28 1:3.65:5.40 1:3065:5.40 0.97 1003 8 7 2830 3200 ~)90 390 8 G G III 
TABLE 2b 
PROPERTIES OF CONCRETE MIXES 
Cement:Sand:Grave1 CementlWater Slump Compressive Modulus of Age at Sand Gravel Cement 
Beam by weight by weight in. Strength, f' Rupture, f Test Lot Lot Type c r 
psi psi days 
Batch 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
UA-l 1:3078:5.52 1:3078:5052 1.04· 1.04 21. 21. 2 2 4930 4460 540 490 32 D D I 
UA-2 1:5.20:6.78 1:5.20:6.78 0.87 0.87 5 6 2180 1960 380 320 ·32 D D I 
UA-3 1:2086:4.23 1:2.86:4.23 1045 1.57 8 8 4410 4700 490 570 42 D D I 
UA-4 1:3.71:5.59 1:3.7l~5.59 1.09 1.18 8 6 3160 3330 500 490 39 D D I 
UA-5 1:2.83:4.13 1:2.83:4.13 1.69 1.69 2 2 4590 4930 470 430 6 E E III 
UA-6 1:2.85:4.18 1: 2.85 : 4· .18 1.32 1.45 7 4 4360 5100 540 500 13 E E III 
UA-7 1:2.94:4.24 1:2.94:4.24 1.60 1.77 5 2! 4300 4670 430 430 6 E E III 
UA-8 1:3.31:3.54 1:3.31:3054 1.19 1.29 8 8 2670 3250 310 310 8 F F III 
UA-9 1:3.64:5.44 1:3.64:5.44 1.28 1.36 6 3 3080 3520 290 410 '6 H G III 
UA-10 1:3.73:5.54 1:3.73:5054 1021 1.21 5 4 3360 3110 330 360 5 H G III 
UA-ll 1.: 3.64: 5.41 1:3.64:5.41 1.25 1.25 2 3 3600 3720 440 480 6 H G III 
UA-121:3.63:5.37 1:3.63:5037 1 0 07 1.07 3 5 3530 3330 370 350 6 H H III 
TABLE 3a 
PROPERTIES OF BEAMS 
Beam b d No. of Wires Wire Loading* f' f f 
in. in. and Area, A Type p c r se Q s 
sq. in. % psi psi ksi 
U-17 6.20 7.69 6-0.241 VIII 0·505 J+ 2120 260 119 71.5 
u-18 6.10 '7.45 12-0.362 VIII 0.'79'7 4 2'7'70 400 111 86.3 
U-19 6.04 7.18 5-0.151 VIII 0.348 4 6270 1~80 l21~ 16.'7 
U-20** 
U-21 6.20 '7.60 6-0.181 VIII 0.384 mid 2450 420 120 4'7.0 
U-22 6.10 7.32 11-0.332 VIII o. 71~3 mid 4680 470 118 4-5.4 
U-23 6.00 6.99 4-0.121 VIII 0.288 4 '7580 '700 118 11.4 
u-24 6.00 7.85 3-0.091 VIII 0.192 4 5660 61~0 119 10.2 
U-25 6.00 '7.56 5-0.149 IX 0.330 5 3400 300 121 29·1 
u-26 6.00 '7.'71 12-0.358 IX 0.'7'74 5 3080 320 124 '76.6 
U-2'7 6.00 '7.30 5-0.149 IX 0.340 3- 3890 400 121 26.2 
u-28 6.00 '7.41 2-0.358 IX 0.805 3 3200 390 119 '75·5 
*The numbers indicate the particular twelfth-points at which each beam was loaded 
** Beam U-20 was designed as a very low strength beam but failed during prestressing. 
TABLE 3b 
PROPERrIES OF BEAMS 
No. of Wires Wire A" fll Beam b d d" And Area, A Type s y p p" Loading* f' f f Q 
in. in. in. s sCi. in. ksi % % c r se SCi. in. psi psi ksi 
UA-l 6.00 7.10 10.6 6-n.181 VIII 0.22 49.1 o .1~25 0.346 4 1~1~60 1~90 118 28.6 
UA-2 6.00 7.64 10.6 11-00332 VIII 0.22 48.2 0.724 0.346 4 1960 320 122 110.8 
UA-3 6.00 7·09 10.6 10-0.302 VIII 0.22 1+9.1 0.711 0.346 1~ 4700 570 117 1~5. 4-
UA-4 6.00 7.)+9 10.6 11+-0.422 VIII 0.22 48.9 0.940 o. 31~6 4 3330 490 117 81.7 
UA-5 6.00 7.29 10.4 3-0.091 VIII 0.22 47.5 0.207 0.353 4 4930 1~30 118 12.6 
UA-6 6.00 7.65 10.1~ 12-0.362 VIII 0.22 47.6 0.789 0.352 4 5100 500 117 46. '-t-
UA-7 6.00 7.79 10.8 10-0.302 VIII, 0.22 48.2 0.646 0.346 4 4-670 430 122 41.5 
UA-8 6.00 7.14 10.6 7~0.211 VIII 0.22 47.1 0.493 0.347 4 3250 310 120 45.5 
UA-9 6.00 7 .1~7 10·5 5-0.14-9 IX 0.22 47.8 0·332 0 .. 348 5 3520 410 119 28.3 
UA-10 6.00 7.80 10.7 12-0.358 IX 0.22 47.4 0.765 0,,343 5 3110 360 123 73.8 
UA-ll 6.00 7.23 10.6 5-0.149 IX 0.22 48.0 0.343 0.345 3 3720 480 123 27·7 
UA-12 6.00 7.53 10.7 12-0.358 IX 0.22 47.5 0.793 0.344 3 3330 350 121 71.4 
* The numbers indicate the particular twelfth-points at which each beam was loaded. 
I.." . ..;.. ~'" -
TABLE 4a 
MEASURED AND DERIVED QUANTITIES 
M M' k d k f f klk3f~ f3E x 105 FE x 105 
Beam cr u u su sa u u in. kips ino kips in. ksi ksi psi 
~1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (b) (7) (8) (9) 
U-1 193 250 1070 00020 164 36 3180 27 30 
U-2 220 265 4.60 00605 128 11 1700 28 57 
U-3 135 137 0.40 0.051 203 82 7470 22 22 
U-l~ 327 475 3030 0.396 153 31~ 3370 58 74· 
U-5 313 460 2050 00303 163 42 4200 53 61 
U-7 177 204 1.4·0 0.187 156 34 3510 24 26 
u-8 206 257 2.75 0.359 131 12 2400 13 22 
.. 
U-17 176 237 2.88 0.375 147 28 2050 1~4 56 
u-18 237 318 3.28 0.440 133 22 2660 22 57 
U-19 160 195 0094 0.:131 176 52 5060 27 28 
U-21 143 191 1.52 0.200 135 15 2910 8 13 
U-22 265 365 1.48 00202 148 30 6030 21 25 
U-23 79 108 0.80 0.114 185 67 3370 22 27 
U-21~ 134 128 0.57 0.073 182 63 4920 16 17 
U-25 122 162 1010 0.146 150 29 3290 15 17 
u-26 214 295 3.55 0.460 131 7 2170 5 20 
U-27 104 176 1·52 0.208 177 56 2900 47 49 
u-28 220 334 3.85 0.520 146 27 2500 61 97 
Column (5) and (6) From force measured by dynamometers k 
Column (7) From k1k3f '= 2 M' Column (8) From /3E= 1 .~ (E _·aE ) u - sa ce 
c bd k (1-k2k) k U u u 
Column (9) From FE = 1 ~ (E ) 
U - sa 
u 
TABLE l~b 
MEASURED AND DERIVED QUANTITIES 
M M M' Mil k d k f f f" k1 k3f~ f3E x 105 FE x 105 cr u u u su sa S11 11 U 
Beam 
in. kips in. kips inn kips ina kips ina ksi ksi ksi psi {I) (2) (3 ) {I+) (5) . (b) .(7 ) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) 
UA-1 152 331 209 122 1.60 ;0~199 165 47 56.8 3810 37 39 
UA-2* 186 355 260 95 3085 .0.501+ 125 3 48.2 2320 
UA-3 249 387 282 105 2:13 0.300 152 35 49.1 4.l~10 47 50 
UA_1~* 260 429 333 96 3~00 0.401 136 19 48.9 31,.80 
UA-5 98 245 99 146 1.32 00181 166 11-8 67.4 3730 35 35 
UA-6 251 449 354 95 3030 00431 145 28 47.6 3380 45 70 
UA-'7 206 386 288 98 3020 00411 139 17 4802 2880 29 40 
UA-8 1'70 317 221 96 3.10 00434 153 33 47.1 2590 '72 84 
UA-9 12'7 252 146 106 1 081 0.242 11~6 2'7 49.3 3010 26 29 
UA-10 220 391 297 94 3.99 0.512 132 9 47.4 2460 10 31 
UA-11 103 281 175 106 2.05 0.284 1'74 51 49.4 3120 64 67 
UA-12 221 395 304 91 4055 0.604 146 25 4'705 2360 89 12'7 
Co1wnn ('7) and (8) From force measured by dynamometers 
M' 
fIt All 
Co1wnn (10) from kl k3f ~ = 2 su s + bd k bd k (1-k2k) u u u 
k 
Co1unm (11) ·from (3E = 1 Uk"· (E - CXE ) 
U - sa ce 
k u 
Column (12) from FE= 1 Uk (E ) u - sa 
u 
* Shear Failures 
TABLE: 5a 
COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND COMPUTED VALUES OF k1k3f~ AND FEu 
k 
X 105 k k f' 
J 
X 105 M' u E 1 3 C FE sa 
Lf/h f' 
u 
Beam Meas o Meas o Meas o c Meas. Compo Meas 0 • Compo in. kips psi psi psi 
(1) ~2) (3 ) {~) (5) (b) (7) (8) (9) 
U~l 250 00202 120 300 4240 3180 3600 30 40 
U-2 265 0.605 37 300 1960 1700 1670 57 68 
U-3 137 00051 417 300 5620 7470 4780 22 22 
u-4 475 0 0 396 113 300 4060 3370 34·50 71,. 56 
U-5 460 0.303 140 300 4600 4200 3910 61 51 
U~7 201~ 0 0 187 113 3.0 5020 3510 4270 26 38 
u-8 257 0.359 40 3.0 2565 2400 2180 22 61 
U~17 237 00375 93 3.0 2120 2050 1800 56 60 
u-18 318 00440 73 3.0 2770 2660 2350 57 63 
U-19 195 0.131 173 3.0 6270 5060 5330 28 31 
U-21 191 0 0 200 50 2450 2910 3550 13 20 
U-22 365 0.202 100 4680 6030 6790 25 20 
U-23 108 00114 223 300 7)80 3370 6440 27 24 
u-24 128 0.073 210 300 5660 4920 4810 17 22 
U-25 162 00146 97 1.5 3400 3290 2890 17 20 
u-26 295 0.460 23 1.5 3080 2170 2620 20 30 
U-27 176 0 0208 187 405 3890 2900 3310 49 63 
u-28 334 0.520 90 4.5 3200 2500 2720 97 93 
Co1wnn Column 
(1) Same as column 2, Table 4a (8) Same as column 9, Table 4a 
(2) Same as column 4, Table 4a ( Lf/h -5 (6) Same as column 7, Table 4a (9) From FEu = 0.03 + a.oo8ik x 10 (7) From k1k~f' = 0.85 f' for beams loaded at two pointsj u 
or from 1R3f ~ = 1. ~.g f ~ for beams loaded at midspan for beams loaded at two pointsj or 
from FE = 0.00020 for beams loaded 
at mids~an. 
Beam 
U-17 
u-18 
U-19 
U-21 
U-22 
U-23 
u-24 
U-25 
u-26 
U-27 
u-28 
Column 
(1 ) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
TABLE 6a 
COMPARISON OF MEASURED .A.:ND COMPUTED 
WIRE STRESSES AT ULTIMATE LOAn 
f - ksi 
su 
Meas. Meas. Meas. 
(1 ) (2) (3) 
152 152 147 
137 145 133 
182 190 176 
143 152 135 
152 164 148 
134 185 
186 182 
150 146 150 
133 129 131 
156 178 177 
154 161 146 
From SR-4 electric strain gages on the wires 
CO!ILJl. 
(4) 
145 
133 
187 
151 
148 
189 
191 
149 
137 
188 
149 
From f= MI/A d(l - k2k ); M' and k measured, k = 2 su s u u 
From force measured by dynamometers 
From Equation 8; klk3f~ and FEu from columns 7 and 9, 
Ratio of measured to computed ultimate wire stress 
(3)/(4) 
(5) 
1.01 
1.00 
0.94 
0.89 
1.00 
0.98 
0.95 
1,.01 
0.96 
0.94 
0.98 
0.42 
Table 5a 
Beam 
UA-1 
UA-2 
UA-3 
UA-4 
UA-5 
UA-6 
UA-7 
UA-8 
UA-9 
UA-lO 
UA-11 
UA-12 
Column 
TABLE 6b 
COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND COMPUTED 
WIRE STRESSES AT ULTIMATE Lo.AD 
Meas. 
(1) 
156 
137 
153 
116 
151 
149 
135 
158 
150 
131 
190 
148 
f 
su 
Meas. 
(2) 
178 
130 
151 
125 
162 
156 
148 
179 
146 
136 
184 
151 
- ksi 
Meas. 
(3) 
165 
125 
152 
136 
166 
145 
139 
153 
146 
132 
174 
146 
(1) From SR-4 electric strain gages on the wires 
COII1Jl. (3)/(4) 
(4) (5 ) 
160 1.03 
131 0·95 
151 1.01 
138 0.99 
176 0·94 
151 0.96 
157 0.89 
151 1.01 
142 1.03 
134 
175 
150 
(2) From f = M'/A d(l - k2k ); M' and k measured, k2 = 0.42 
su s . u u 
(3) From force measured by dynamometers 
(4) From Equation 8; klk3f~ and FEu ITom columns 7 and 9, Table 5b 
(5) Ratio of measured to computed ultimate wire stress 
TP..BLE 7a 
COlv1PARISON OF MEPBURED Pill1) COMPUTED RESISTING MOMENTS 
OF PRESTRESSED REINFORCEt1ENT, M ~ AT ULTIMATE 
L' k M' I 
SU u 
Beam Measo Comp. i1easu Compo Meas. Compo Meas. 
ksi ksi in, kips in. kips Com}) . 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5 ) (6 ) en 
U-l 164 183 0,202 0.176 250 250 1.00 
U-2 128 133 0.605 0.555 265 246 1.08 
U-3 203 202 0,051 0,077 137 133 1.03 
u-4 153 151 00396 00343 475 432 1.10 
U-5 163 160 0.303 00280 460 400 1.15 
U-7 l56 180 Ou187 0.161 204 216 0.94 
u-8 131 145 0.359 0.414 257 265 0.97 
U-17 147 145 Oc375 0.408 237 222 1~07 
U-l.8 133 133 0,440 0.451 318 291 1.09 
U-19 l76 187 0.131 0.122 195 192 1002 
U-21 135 151 0.200 00163 191 194 0.98 
U-22 148 148 00202 0.162 365 335 1.09 
U-23 185 189 0.114 0.085 108 154 Oe70 
u-24 182 191 0.,073 0.076 . 128 132 0.97 
U-25 150 149 00146 0.170 162 156 1.04 
u-26 131 137 0.,460 Oc405 295 314 0.94 
U-27 177 I I 138 0,208 0,193 176 188 0.94 
11-28 146 149 0.520 0.441 334 322 1.04 
Column 
(l) Same as colua~ 3, Table 6a 
(2 ) Same as col~ 4, Table 6a 
(3) Same as colum.n 2, Table 5a 
(4) From EClo 2' f from column 2) Table 7a, klk3f~ 
" su 
from colUIn.-Tl 7, Tab2.e 5a 
(5) Same as column 1, 1'able 5a 
(6) FrOID M' = fAd (1 - k k ). 
su s \ 2 u " f from column 2, su Table 7a, 
k from column 4, 
u 
Table 7a, k2 = 0.42 
TP..BLE To 
COMPARISON OF ~BURED AND COMPUTED RESISTING MOMENTS 
OF PRESTRESSED REINFORCEMENT, M~ AT ULTIMATE 
..::> 
.l.. 
su 
Beam Measo 
ksi 
(1) 
UA-l 165 
UA-2 125 
UA-3 152 
UA-4 136 
UA-5 166 
UA-6 145 
UA-7 139 
UA-8 153 
UA-9 146 
UA-I0 132 
UA-1l 174 
UA-12 146 
Column 
Compo 
ksi 
(2) 
160 
131 
151 
138 
176 
151 
157 
151 
142 
134 
175 
150 
k 
u 
Meas o Compo 
(3) (4) 
0~199 Ou257 
00504 0.707 
0.300 0.333 
0,,401 00525 
00181 0.167 
00431 00326 
00411 0 0313 
00434 00357 
00242 00238 
00512 0.471 
00284 00269 
00604 00502 
(l) Same as column 3, Table 60 
(2) Same as column 4, Table 6b 
(3) Same as column 2, Table 5b 
Meas. 
in. kips 
(5) 
209 
260 
282 
333 
99 
354 
288 
221 
146 
297 
175 
304 
M' 
Compo 
in. kips 
(6) 
183 
234 
278 
340 
109 
362 
321 
193 
142 
300 
167 
319 
Meas. 
Compo 
(7) 
1.14 
1.11 
1.01 
0.98 
0 091 
0.98 
0.90 
1.15 
1.03 
0·99 
1.05 
0·95 
(4) From Equation 2; fsu from column 2, ~k3f~ from column 7, Table 5b 
(5) Same as column 1, Table 5b 
(6) From M' = fAd (1 - k2k ); f from column 2, k from column 4, 
su s u su u 
TABLE 8a 
C OMPiffi IS ON OF ME.ASURED AND CO:MPUTED 
MOMENTS AT CRACKING, M 
cr 
Prestress Modulus of Rupture Moment at Cracking Meas. M 
Force cr Beam ~ M Compo M f A J.. r cr cr 
se s psi in~ kips (4) (4) kips Meas. 0.1 f' Meas. Compo Compo ill m c 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
U-17 28.7 258 212 176 150 144 1.17 1.22 
u-18 40.2 400 277 237 217 202 1.09 1.17 
U-19 18.7 483 627 160 136 154 1.17 1.04 
U-21 21.7 417 245 143 140 118 1.02 1.21 
U-22 39·2 467 468 265 223 223 1.19 1.19 
U-23 14.2 700 758 79 145 152 0.54 0.52 . 
u-24 10.8 642 566 134 134 124 1.00 1~08 
U-25 18.0 304 340 122 110 115 1.11 1.06 
u-26 44.4 317 303 214 225 223 0.95 0.96 
U-27 18.0 404 389 104 123 121 0.85 0.86 
u-28 42c6 392 320 220 228 219 0.97 1.00 
Colu.:rro 
(5) Based on f measured from control specimens 
r 
( 6) Based on f = 0.1 f' 
r c 
TABLE 8b 
COMPARISON OF MEASURED .AND COMPUTED 
MOMENTS M CRACKING, M 
cr 
Prestress Modulus of Rupture Moment at Cracking Meas. M 
Force cr Beam f M Compo M f A r cr cr se s psi in. kips (4) (4) kips Meas. 0.1 f' Meas .. Compo Compo ill m c 
(1 ) (2) (3 ) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
UA-l 2104 493 446 152 149 143 1.02 1,,06 
UA-2 4005 320 196 186 209 193 0.89 0.96 
UA-3 35.3 567 470 249 250 237 1.00 1.05 
UA-4 49.4 492 333 260 270 250 0.96 1.04 
UA-5 10.7 433 493 98 95 102 1.03 0.96 
UA-6 42.4 500 510 251 241 242 1.04 1.04 
UA-7 36.8 425 467 206 207 213 1.00 0.97 
UA-8 25,,3 313 325 170 143 144 1.19 1.18 
UA-9 1707 410 352 127 122 115 1.04 1010 
UA-I0 4400 357 311 220 230 224 0.96 0.98 
UA-ll 1803 482 372 116 134 120 0.87 0.97 
UA-12 4303 351 333 221 226 223 0.98 0.99 
Column 
(5) Based on f measured from control specimens r 
(6) Based on f = 0.1 f' 
T C 
TABLE 9 
EFFECTS OF ADDED BONDED REINFORCEMENT IN UNBONDED BEAMS 
Loading Q f" A"/A It FE X 105 f H' M' M M 
Line Be run su s s u u su u u ksi ksi in. kips Line b in. kips Line b 
Line a Line a 
(1) (2) (3 ) (4- ) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 
a U-25 5 29·1 0.146 1'7 150 162 162 
0·90 1.56 
b UA-9 5 28c3 72.8 0.242 29 146 146 252 
a u-26 5 76.6 0.460 20 131 295 295 
1.01 1.33 
b UA-10 5 '73.8 29·1 0·512 31 132 297 391 
a U-27 3 26.2 0.208 49 177 176 1'76 
0.99 1.60 
b UA-ll 3 27.7 72.9 0.284 6'7 1'74 175 281 
c:, u-28 3 75·5 0·520 9'7 146 ~)34 33!~ 
0.91 1.18 
b UA-12 3 '71.4 29.2 0.604 12'7 146 ~)04 395 
Columns (1) and (2) from Table 3 and 
Columns (4), (5), (6), (7), and (9) From Table 4 
TABLE 10 
EFFECTS OF POSITION LOADS 
x 105 
M' 
Line Beam Loading Q k FE f M' Line b 
u u su Line a ksi in. kips 
(1 ) (2 ) (3 ) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
a U-25 5 29·1 0.146 17 150 162 
1.09 
b U-27 3 26.2 0.208 49 177 176 
a u-26 5 76.6 0.460 20 131 295 
1.13 
b u-28 3 75.5 0.520 97 146 334 
a UA-9 5 28.3 0.242 29 146 11~6 
1.20 
b UA-11 3 27.7 0.284 67 174 175 
a UA-10 5 73.8 0.512 31 132 297 
1.02 
b UA-12 3 71.4 0.604 12';: 146 304 
Columns (1) through (6) From Table 10 
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